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8
The measurement of transverse momentum spectra is of fundamental 9 interest in hadronic collisions as it provides insight into a wide variety of 10 QCD physics. At low transverse momentum, p T , where perturbative QCD 11 is not applicable the spectra have to be modeled using phenomenological 12 approaches. In central Pb-Pb collisions the spectra of light flavor hadrons, 13 which is the focus here: π, K, K 0 s , p, and Λ, have been shown to be success-14 fully described using models relying primarily on the formation of a medium 15 that expands following nearly ideal hydrodynamics and hadronizes according 16 to the statistical thermal model [1] . However, in general the same models spectra as a function of multiplicity in p-Pb [7] . As the data is already 28 published the goal here is only to discuss some aspects of the results 4 . Figure 1 shows the essential observation that will be discussed in this 31 proceeding; when the proton-to-pion ratio, (p +p)/(π + + π − ), in a high 32 multiplicity class is compared to a lower multiplicity class in p-Pb 5 , we 33 2 See G. Roland these proceedings for a much more detailed account of what we have experimentally learned so far on the complicated relation between pp, p-Pb, and Pb-Pb.
3 See also R. Venogupolan, A. Sickles, F. Wang, J. Velskova, P. Bozek, and P. Kuijer in these proceedings 4 See also F. Barile in these proceedings. 5 A discussion of p-Pb multiplicity and its relation to centrality can be found in the contribution from A. Toia to these proceedings. observe the same phenomena as for Pb-Pb collisions: a decrease at low p T
34
and an increase at high p T so that it suggests that the protons have been
35
"pushed" out to higher p T . Here it is important to stress that for the p-
36
Pb analysis the uncorrelated systematic uncertainty for different multiplicity 37 classes was evaluated and found to be much smaller than the total systematic 38 uncertainty, so the relative multiplicity dependence of the proton-to-pion 39 ratio is known with great precision while the absolute ratio has significant 40 systematic uncertainty. 
55
The main point that the author wishes to point out here is that while the 
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Figure 2: Light hadron spectra compared to various models for high multiplicity p-Pb (top) and Pb-Pb central (bottom left) and peripheral (bottom right) collisions. All models, except for DPMJET (top plot only), incorporate a hydrodynamic phase, but have various implementation of additional physics in the hadronic phase. Right: the p T dependence of the power law exponent from the fits for the 3 systems. As can be seen the relative increase of the ratio with dN ch /dη is similar in all cases even out to large p T .
suggestive pattern that similar physics is driving the ratios for all systems 73 and for all sizes (no evidence for an onset in dN ch /dη). 
Conclusion and Outlook
95
Some of the ALICE results for production of π, K, K interest in pp physics to explore alternative ideas [10] .
122
On the other hand it is also known that to remove the divergence of the 123 hard cross section at low p T one needs a scale of order 2 GeV/c rather than 
